Impulsive synchronization of coupled dynamical networks with nonidentical Duffing oscillators and coupling delays Chaos 22, 013140 (2012) Dynamics and transport in mean-field coupled, many degrees-of-freedom, area-preserving nontwist maps Chaos 22, 013137 (2012) Global well-posedness of a stochastic coupled Kuramoto-Sivashinsky and Ginzburg-Landau-type model for the Marangoni convection J. Math. Phys. 53, 033710 (2012) Lie point symmetries and reductions of one-dimensional equations describing perfect Korteweg-type nematic fluids J. Math. Phys. 53, 033101 (2012) Additional information on Chaos Host-parasitoid systems with evolving mutation rates are studied. By increasing the growth rate of hosts, the diversity of both species is maintained dynamically. For the lower growth rate, diversity is brought about by mere parasitism. The average mutation rate for parasites is elevated to a high value, while that for hosts is suppressed at a low level. For the higher growth rate, the mutation rates for both hosts and parasites are elevated to form a symbiotic cluster connected by on-going mutation. This symbiotic state is sustained through a chaotic oscillation keeping some coherency among species. For a flat landscape for hosts, dynamical clustering of oscillation is observed. Lyapunov spectra of such oscillations show that high dimensional chaos with small positive exponents underlies in the symbiotic state. This weak high dimensional chaos, termed "homeochaos," is essential to the maintenance of symbiosis in ecosystems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evolution to, and maintenance of, diversity in biological systems is an important issue to be understood. This problem appears from the early stage of "molecular" life to today's ecosystems. The immune system, for instance, has to develop diversity of antibodies against yet uncontacted antigens. I A tropical rainforest is another example 2 where the diversity becomes a key issue: Multispecies can coexist in the restricted area without eliminating each other.
Most conventional studies assume that such biodiversity arises from stochastic mutations in DNA level. Mutants compete with the existing species and replace them if the mutants adapt better with the (fixed) environment. It is recently recognized, however, that the competition with mutants may not be the main factor in evolution. A hostparasite relationship and its evolution to symbiosis are far more important than the interspecies competition.
In general, most species construct beneficial relationships with many other species. Symbiosis is a cooperative relationship between distinct species.
3 It often evolves from a unilateral relationship "host-parasite." If the hostparasite species are ready for being cooperative, they may develop diversity to have better relationships.
Mathematical models of such host-parasite systems are widely studied. Among them, Hassell and May's model 4 provides one of the simplest form. This system is rather unstable and it often leads to extinction of both species. The May-Wigner theorem states that a system of many species with strong interaction may be unstable. s In other, words, a simple host-parasite system is often lead to extinction when it is strongly coupled. Our previous study6 also shows that a stable symbiotic state emerges only a)E-mail address:ikegami@gradis.scitec.kobe-u.ac.jp blE_maH address: chaos@tansei.cc.u-tokyo.ac.jp within a narrow range of parameters. However, there can be two resolutions for avoiding total extinction. One resolution is the introduction of spatial degrees of freedom. Although a host-parasite dynamics is locally unstable, populations of hosts and parasites are constantly tuned by the immigration flow from the neighboring sites. 4 In their models, persistence of both species is observed within a wide range of immigration rates. The other resolution is the introduction of mutation among species. If the mutation rate is suitably chosen, each species can escape from the extinction by on-going mutation. With the introduction of the evolution of mutation rates, the rates may keep some (nonvanishing) value allowing for the survival of species. 7 By automatically changing the mutation rates, a hostparasite system attains a stable symbiotic state. The system shows a weakly chaotic behavior, sustaining high mutation rates. Many hosts and parasites persist together even for a strongly coupled regime.
In the present paper we study the latter mechanism of evolution of symbiosis, which we call homeochaos. In homeochaos, the strong instability in low-dimensional chaos is smoothed out, and the dynamic stability is sustained in high-dimensional hyperchaos. By taking a coupled map lattice approach, 8 we can compute Lyapunov exponents to characterize this homeochaotic symbiotic network.
The present paper is organized as follows. A coupled map lattice model for the evolution is introduced in Sec. II. Simulation of the model shows icoexistence of species with finite mutation rates, over some parameter regimes. Population dynamics for this symbiotic state is studied in Sec. III. Lyapunov spectra for the population dynamics are computed in Sec. IV. Histogram of the Lyapunov exponents clarifies that the coexistence of many species is sustained in a high-dimensional weak chaos (homeochaos). In a highly nonlinear regime, there emerges partial coherence among the oscillation phases of population dynamics. Clustering of synchronization is studied in Sec. V, where CHAOS 2 (3), 1992
1054-1500/92/030397-11$001.00 @ 1992 American Institute of PhysiCS 397 the total species are found to split into few clusters depending on the bit patterns that characterize species. Summary and discussions will be given in Sec. VI. .
MODELING
We assume that there are host (prey) species and parasite (predator) species. Both species of hosts and parasites are coded by a bit string u" whose length is fixed at k. In the paper we choose k=7. For example, the species 42 has a bit string 0101010. Each species is further classified with respect to its mutation rate, so that it is coded by two variables. We denote each species by (i,j), whose population is given by h (iJ) and p(iJ), for a host and a parasite, respectively. Here 1 is a k bit word defining the species, while j is defining the mutation level. Our evolutionary dynamics thus consists of the population of h(iJ) and p(iJ). Possible mutation rates are discretized into \3 levels, in an exponential scale. The mutation rate of the species (iJ) is given by ... , 13) .
As the consequence, we have 2 7 X \3 numbers of different species for each hosts and parasites. Introducing an ensemble of species, we take into account the following processes to have a dynamical model:
(i) Mutation: {U})U2, ... ,Uj, ... ,U7} -{Ul,U2,"" 1-up""
u7l. Here we assume that for each sequence at most one single-point mutation occurs. The rate of this single-point mutation error is given by the mutation rate (ltk)' A host h (iJ) can mutate to 7 "neighbor" species with its mutation rate lLi (ii) Mutation of mutation rates: We assume that the mutation rate of mutation rate (It) is also controlled by the same mutation rate (It.) itself. That is, a mutation from the species (iJ) to (iJ+ I') and that from (iJ) to (iJ-l) occur with the rate Iti (Atj=\3 or 1, only downward or upward mutation occurs, respectively.) (iii) Host-parasite interaction: The interaction between hosts and parasites may take various forms. Here in particular, it is a function of Hamming distance between their bit strings. As the simplest coupling of a host and a parasite, we adopt a perfect matching (e.g., i = j). Only a parasite with the same bit string as host exploits the host. As a basic population dynamics, we adopt Hassell model. 4 pi =c/" (l-F(h,,p;l) , (1) ( 2) where F(h"p) is the fraction of hosts h,that survives from the parasitism of parasites Pi Only a parasite with the same bit string as host exploits the host. Under the assumption that parasitism is random and independent for each host, Nicholson-Bailey model [F(h,p) =exp( -/3p) ] is adopted here. 4 The population of host is decreased exponentially by the interaction while that of parasite is increased.
(iv) Reproduction rate: Besides the interaction among species, different species may have different fitness generically. If the evolution is neutral; the fitness function is flat (constant) for all species. Generally, the fitness depends on the genetic sequence in a complex manner. When the fit- ness is plotted as a function of the sequence, the landscape there may have many hills and valleys, as is often called a rugged landscape.
Here we adopt a random energy model lO as the rugged landscape for host species (see Fig. 1) . A random energy model is known to have qualitatively the same landscape as a typical spin glass model, the most popular example with the rugged landscape. II Those models are characterized by many metastable states in a rugged landscape.
The ruggedness of the landscape is reflected in the above equation as the coefficients ch, which is now given by ch exp( yE,).12,13 A species with lower "energy" has lower fitness. For parasites, we assume that the fitness function is intrinsically neutral.
Combining (i)-(v), the population dynamics consists of successive operations of the following dynamics: For the derivation of the above model, we have noted that the mutation level does not affect the growth or interaction between species. The summation over mutation levels in Eqs. (5) and (6) are, thus, necessary. The term p,,(i,j)/~/'Pn(iJ") in Eq. (6) is included to distribute the population in proportion to each population at the mutation level j.
We typically choose the following initial condition: About a half the number of hosts and parasites with matched strings have nonzero population. We mostly assume that initial mutation levels are concentrated on a single level. As far as we have checked, the initial condition dependence is not crucial. Basins of attraction for states which we show in Jater sections are rather large. Attractors do not seem to be unique, but for most macroscopic quantities such as the final mutation level or the total population, initial condition dependence is rather small, as long as our system does not go to a state of "extinction."
Indeed, for some parameters or for some initial conditions, global extinction of all hosts or parasites may occur. This extinction state itself is stable. There is no creation of species from the extinct state, of course. We believe that global extinction isa possible feature of natural evolutionary systems, which should be included in modeling of such systems.
III. MAINTENANCE OF HIGH MUTATION RATES
The main cont~ol parameters in our model is Ch' The other parameters such as c p and (J can be scaled out by rescaling h, p, and ch' If no mutation events are assumed, the dynamical equations (3) and (4) show diverging oscillation over all parameter ranges. Figure 2 gives an example of temporal evolution of averaged mutation r~te for hosts and parasites. If the parameters c p and Ch are chosen such that the system does not go to extinction, the ·,average mutation level for parasites suddenly climbs up to a higher value, and it is sustained at the high level afterwards. On the other hand, the behavior of mutation level for hosts depends on the value of ch' For large ch ' it is raised to a higher level, while the level gradually decreases towards zero if Ch is smaller. The magnitude of parameter C h corresponds to the growth rate of host species after the attack of parasites. If the value Ch is large, hosts recovers more quickly from parasitism.
Dependence of final mutation level on Ch is shown in Fig. 3 , with the maximal Lyapunov exponents, to be studied in Sec. IV. The final mutation level increases smoothly with the growth rate Ch' beyond some critical value. As more fraction of hosts can escape from parasites, the mutation level is lifted up to a higher value. On the other hand, the final mutation levels of parasites are almost independent of the parameter.
Temporal changes of populations of species are also remarkably different between the low and high growth rate regimes. For the lower growth rate value with decreasing host mutation rates, many of host and parasite species are eliminated. Some species keep small constant populations. Few of them show chaotic bursts with large amplitudes [ Fig. 4(a) ]. Although the mutation rates of parasites are large, the whole dynamics essentially consists of several separated dynamics.
With the increase of the growth rate Ch' a larger number of species of hosts and parasites begin to oscillate in time. The amplitude of oscillation is gradually suppressed. The bursting oscillation here is rather close to be periodic, as will be studied quantitatively in Sec. IV.
In the sustained high mutation regime, all of the host and parasite species are in oscillating states. This oscillation is aperiodic with different phases per species [Fig. 4(c) ]. At the onset parameter of this state [Fig. 4(b) ], this oscillation has still a large amplitude. As more species are involved in oscillations, the interval between peak to peak gets shorter.
Mutation levels are not necessarily identical over the entire range of species. When the mutation level averaged over the entire popUlation is low, the mutation level re- ,. solved for each host species decreases sharply at some threshold fitness [energy value of E" Fig. 5(a) ]. [The relation between mutation level and fitness as in Fig. 5 is only valid when the growth rate Ch is not too small (>0.912). By further decreasiug the growth rate, we see no explicit relationship between them.] The threshold fitness is determined from the condition ch exp(yEc) < I, where hosts go extinct even without parasitism. Indeed there is also a sharp increase in the average population size of hosts above that fitness (e.g., Eel.
Species with lower fitness have high mutation levels, while those with higher fitness have low mutation levels. In contrast, parasites have almost the same mutation level. If the fitness of a species is large enough to have many parasites, the species is strongly attacked by the corresponding parasites, leading to a (chaotic) oscillation with a large amplitude. Hence the high mutation rate is sustained for the hosts with higher fitness in order to avoid their extinction. With this high mutation rate with higher fitness, hosts can keep their population without extinction. The increase of the mutation level at the higher fitness comes from this oscillation.
For the sustained high mutation regime, even hosts with fitness less than exp( yE,) have nonzero population (Fig. 6) . The mutation levels of hosts together with parasites concentrate on a single level. Both the population size of hosts and parasites increase almost linearly with exp(yE i ). The hosts with higher fitness have more population without saturation.
IV. DYNAMICS AND LYAPUNOV SPECTRA ANALYSIS
The dynamical states of the system may be divided into three distinguishable types, for ch>0.863 (below this level, we have found only an extinction state).
( 1) Both hosts and parasites are decomposed into few types (0.863<Ch<0.937) : Only a few number of hosts with a higher fitness have nonzero popUlation. Parasites with the same bit pattern of the hosts have also nonzero populations. Since the Hamming distance between the patterns of two hosts is larger than 2 for almost every surviving pair, the whole dynamics decomposes into a few sets of independent low-dimensional dynamics. The amplitude of popUlation oscillation is large rellecting a low-dimensional strong chaos.
For example, the whole dynamics is decomposed into 5 two-dimensional ecologies and 3 four-dimensional ecologies, for ch=0.863. This state may correspond to the frozen lattice state which is often seen in a coupled map lattice with a large coupling."" (2) Most species are disconnected but parasites are connected (0.937<Ch<0.986) : Hosts with fitness satisfying the condition [ch exp(yE; l> 1] and their corresponding parasites have a nonzero population. Since hosts have very low mutation rates ( -0.001) except for a few species, they are essentially kinetically disconnected. On the other hand, parasites have high mutation rates (-0.125). The surviving parasites are all connected by mutations through hosts with nonzero population.
In this state, the whole dynamics can no more be decomposed into low-dimensional ecologies. The amplitude of population oscillation is suppressed reflecting this mutation flow of parasites.
(3) Both host and parasite species are strongly connected (0.986<Ch<1.480). The fitness of a host species necessary for the survival gets lower, and a larger fraction 'of host species has nonzero population. Here the mutation rates of hosts are raised, leading to an escape from parasites. Not only parasites but also hosts are strongly connected through the ongoing mutation. In this state, every host and parasite species have nonzero population. The dynamics shows chaotiC oscillation with a suppressed amplitude.
We have called the above connected population network a "mutation cluster" in Ref. 7, where a mutation cluster is defined as an ensemble of species connected by a strong mutational state (state 2), only parasites have this fully connected mutation cluster, while both hosts and parasites are clustered state (3). The formation of the muta-. tion cluster is thought as a necessary maintenance mechanism of high mutation rates ..
By forming a mutation cluster of hosts, each host coexists with other hosts. Furthermore, the mutation cluster of hosts and that of parasites as a whole constitute a coherent chaotic motion. The species within a mutation cluster can be aggregated into a "meta"-species. It may then be useful to consider a host-parasite relation at the level ofthe aggregates. In this sense, we call the dynamical state within a mutation cluster a symbiotic network.
To study the dynamics more quantitatively, we have computed the Lyapunov spectra for Eqs. (3) and (4). Since our dynamical system has 2 X 128 X 13 degrees of freedom, we have 3328 Lyapunov exponents. In practice, exponents are computed from the long-time average of the product of Jacobi matrices [a(PHl (ij) hn(i'" j"') )] with Gram-Schmit orthogonalization.1S Dependence of 'the maximal Lyapunov exponents on Ch is shown in Fig. 3 .
In the above dynamical state (1), the maximum exponent increases up to the highest level. By further increasing Ch' the maximum exponent falls rapidly until the state (2) begins. In the state (3), where the high mutation rate is sustained, the exponent gradually increases to stay around a small positive value 0.013 over the parameters 1.455>Ch> 1.110. The exponent drops quite rapidly at Ch = 1.455, beyond which the probability of extinction is rather high.
The first five Lyapunov exponents are plotted as a function of Ch in Fig. 7 , while histograms of the whole exponents are shown in Fig. 8 with varying Ch' In the state ( 1), exponents with negative values correspond to fixed points. On the other hand, they are concentrated around zero value in the state (2) and (3).
In state (3), the number of positive exponents is decreased, compared with the lower-growth regime. This decrease suggests that the population oscillation in this state is more coherent than in the low mutation regime. When no mutation clusters of hosts are generated as in state (2) each host is only forced to oscillate by the corresponding parasite. In state (2), each oscillation is less coherent, with almost independent phases of oscillations. The network is sustained through a chaotic oscillation keeping some fraction of coherency among species. In the regime Ch> 1.455, chaos is suppressed resulting in a periodic oscillation with strong coherency among phases of oscillation. However, this state is rather unstable: small change of initial conditions often results in extinction. In this sense, weak chaos, rather than periodic oscillation, is necessary to avoid extinction.
Our system with mutation of mutation rates has an intrinsic mechanism to evolve towards a state with weak chaos with a large number of degrees of freedom. With the term "weak," we mean that the maximum Lyapunov exponent is not so large, and that the amplitude of oscillation of each species is small. With the term "large number of degrees of freedom," we mean that the number of positive Lyapunov exponents is large. Unstable chaotic modes are shared with many species that form a symbiotic network.
It has often been discussed that the stability of population dynamics is lost with the increase in the number of species. s This argument does not hold for a chaotic state. Our result suggests that an evolutionary system with many species maintains its stability at a weak high-dimensional chaotic state, rather than in a fixed point or in strong chaos. In our model, extinction easily results if the parameter Ch satisfies ch<0.863 or ch> 1.480, where the elimination of strong chaos is not possible, and parasites are easily extinguished.
We have coined the term homeochaos 7 for this homeodynamic l6 state. We believe that stability of many biological systems is achieved in this state, with weak chaos and with large degrees of freedom. The former point (weak chaos) is already stressed as the "edge of chaos" by Pack-4.
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OSCILLATION
In Sec. IV, we have observed the decrease of Lyapunov exponents, with the further increase of coupling between hosts and parasites, which we have expected, is due to the emergence of some synchronization. Here we study a neutral case, to clarify the origin of the decrease of chaos.
Since the original model [Eqs. (3) and (4) 1 has too large basins for extinction for large ch ' we use a slightly modified form of Eq. (5), to include the competition among the same species. In particular, we include the term for suppression of population [1-~jhn(iJ)l as in the logistic map. Thus each dynamics is given by instead of Eq. (5). We assume neutral evolution here, which means that the fitness E; is identical for all species, in our model. In the present section we fix the mutation rate of parasites il p to om, for simplicity.
If Ch is larger than 3.4, the oscillation of popUlation of species i, h~(i) =~j hn(iJ) splits into few synchronized clusters. The clustering of synchronized oscillation is first studied in globally coupled maps.14 A cluster is defined as a set of elements (species), which oscillates in synchronization [i.e., i and m belong to a same cluster if h~(i) =h~(m)]. The number of clusters (k) is an index of the rate of synchronization. A large class of globally coupled maps is known to show the following bifurcation of clus- To see the clustering, examples of overlaid time series for h~(i) are plotted in Fig. 9 . We have found the following phases:
(a) Synchronized oscillation: species oscillate periodically in synchronization. Starting from species with random population with low mutation levels, the mutation levels are temporally enhanced in the initial transients. Through these transient time steps, the oscillations of different species are synchronized. Once synchronization is attained, the mutation level goes down gradually. Here the final oscillation is always periodic, although the chaotic transients appear in the regime with enhanced mutation rates.
(b) Ordered states witb few number of clusters: species split into few number of clusters. We have seen the cases of two, three, and four clusters. SnapShot population of species is plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of species number. In our model each species is coded by a k bit string like 0100101. A single point mutation connects species with I bit flip. Thus the structure in Fig. 10 means that the clusters are formed by cutting the k-dimensional hypercube by some hyperplanes. For example, species may be grouped into two clusters with **0*** and **1 ***, (* means that the symbol there is either one or zero), each of which has 2 k -1 species. If the two clnsters split into the group of ****** I and ******0 for example, the snapshot population plots corresponding to Fig. 10 shows a zigzag structure (with period 2), while the split by the kth bit leads to a periodic structure with period 2k, having two values.
Depending on initial conditions and parameters, the number of clusters can be larger than 2. For the fourcluster state, two of the bits are relevant to clustering: four clusters, for example, are coded by 01*****, 10*****, II *****, and 00*****. A state with a larger number of clusters is coded in a similar way, with the use of some bits in the string.
In a clustered state in a coupled map, chaos due to each map is usually strongly suppressed. At our clustered state here, chaos of each host-parasite pair dynamics is suppressed. The motion is close to be quasiperiodic with weakly chaotic modulation.
Two important points should be noted, distinguishable from the previous studies in the globally coupled map.
(l) The structure of coupling: The coupling of our system is not global, but is nearest-neighbor in the hypercube. This coupling structure leads to the above hyperplane cut for the clustering. Although each bit in a string equally contributes to the population dynamics, only few of them are selected to be relevant to population (Le., symmetry is broken).
(2) Another novel factor in the clustering is temporal change of mutation level. Through the mutation of mutation rate, the mutation level is sustained at a high level, with slow temporal change. A high mutation level is necessary to have clustering. Recall that the number of clusters in coupled (chaotic) map decreases with the increase of coupling strength. As the coupling strength (mutation level in the present case) is increased, the oscillation tends to be synchronized. In the medium growth rate regime [Ch::::; )], we have seen the following successive change of clustering and mutation (see Fig. II ):
(i) Increase of mutation level leads to synchronization of population oscillation.
(ii) Synchronization leads to the decrease of mutation level.
(iii) Decrease of mutation level leads to the split of synchronized clusters.
(iv) Split of clusters is associated with the irregular temporal dynamics and leads to increase of mutation level, and then to (i).
(c) Completely desynchronized state: If the growth rate parameter ch is larger (> 3.5) , no explicit clustering is observed. Still, there remains strong correlation among species, as is seen in Fig. 9 (c) . Indeed the phases of oscillation are correlated, although they are not completely aligned.
The above three types of clustering are generally observed in a coupled chaotic system on a hypercube. 18 So far the ecological significance of the clustering of oscillations is unclear. Temporal split into clusters will be a useful way for survival in a system with parasites. Possible relevance of the clustering to immune and neural networks will be discussed elsewhere. I' In the present section, we have studied only the neutral case. In a general situation with nonflat fitness, the clustering is more complicated, since a complete agreement of populations between two species is not possible. Thus the direct application of the results of the present section is not possible. Still, the decrease of Lyapunov exponents and emergence of partial synchronization in the previous section suggest that there appear some kind of clusters with correlated oscillation phases as is suggested in Sec. IV.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have studied the host-parasitoid system with mutation of mutation rates by introducing a coupled map model for population dynamics. 19 Each species is coded by a bit string, and the reproductive rate of hosts is a complicated function of their bit pattern.
The average mutation rate of hosts and parasites can be sustained at a high level over a wide range of parameter values.
This sustained level depends on the growth rate C h of hosts surviving the attack of parasites. As the parameter Ch exceeds a threshold, the sustained mutation level of hosts steeply raises, while the mutation level of parasites is almost independent of the parameters. This is in contrast with the case for stable fixed point solution for a host and parasite dynamics, where both the mutation levels go to zero. Dynamical behavior of our system is categorized into three types, depending on the parameters in the system: (I) decomposition into independent low-dimensional dynamical systems, with low mutation regime. (2) Formation of a mutation cluster for parasites but not for hosts:
The degrees of freedom of the system are raised, but hosts are kinetically disconnected. In other words, mutation rates for hosts are suppressed at lower levels. (3) Formation of both hosts and parasites: The system shows a chaotic oscillation keeping some coherency. A state with a sustained high mutation rate appears in type (3). The oscillation in type (3) then, would show strong chaos with diverging oscillation. By sustaining a high mutation rate, chaotic instability is shared by almost all species, leading to weak highdimensional chaos. This homeodynamics with highdimensional chaos is termed "homeochaos." As both hosts and parasites engage in making this homeochaotic state, a kind of symbiosis is attained in our ecosystem. Our picture of homeochaos addresses the question by what mechanism the high diversity of species is maintained in nature. We attribute the origin of the diversity to two origins at least. One is due to parasitism, and the other to symbiosis.
In our simulation parasites have much higher mutation rates than hosts. Thus it may be possible to assume that most observed diversity may be brought about by parasitism and that symbiotic diversity is less commOn. There are some examples, however, that the system evolves towards symbiotic diversity. Otherwise the system remains dynamically unstable. It seems reasonable to suppose that functional networks such as immune systems or neural net-works have already acquired symbiotic diversity.
Immune systems generate and keep diversity of antibodies. Jeme 20 proposed an idiotype network as a maintenance mechanism of diversity. Also extremely high rates of mutation (hypermutation) are known to exist in the immune system. 21 Since the idiotype network is essentially a host-parasitoid system, our picture can be applied to this system.
The constant infection of various external antigens may bring about diversity into the system. This is a parasitism induced diversity. In the idiotype network, antibodies are expected to produce a reaction web through the network to keep diversity. Many reaction webs interfere but show coherent behavior as a whole.
22 This may give an example for the symbiosis induced diversity. Here we expect that antibody population or lymphocyte activity may exhibit a homeochaotic oscillation.
If the growth rate of species is much larger, species split into few clusters with synchronized oscillation. Only few of the genes are selected to be relevant to the clustering of the synchronization. If the population dynamics is strongly chaotic, this clustering of oscillation is not complete, but there remains strong correlation among the phases of oscillations. The mutation level is sustained at a high level to keep the clustering. Such clustering of oscillation may be relevant to the immune response and the activity of neuronal groups.
Even in the fields of economics, computer science, and engineering, symbiotic diversity may serve a common feature for functional networks. Our homeochaos provides a key principle for the formation of the cooperation and the dynamic stability required in such systems.
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